Selected Books

*Africa: An Encyclopedia for Students* (4 v.)  
REF DT3.A249

*African Art and Culture*  
NX587.B56

*African Reflections*  

REF DT14.A37435

*Art of the World: Africa*  
N7380.L363

*The Dictionary of Art* (34 v. see section on "Africa")  
REF n31.D5

*McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Art* (5 v. see section on "Africa")  
REF N31.M3

Selected Journal Articles


**Websites**

*Guggenheim Museum - Africa: The Art of a Continent*

*Hamill Gallery of African Art*

*The Kennedy Center - African Odyssey Interactive*

*National Museum of African Art*

*Pan African Imagery*

*Smithsonian National Museum of African Art*

*Timeline of Art: Africa*

*University of Iowa - Art and Life in Africa Project*

*University of Pennsylvania - African Studies Center - African Sculpture*